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1. PRODUCT PURPOSE 

2. PRODUCT FEATURES

The Bautekk wall formwork is a lightweight and 
universal formwork, which is designed for small 
structures such as: 

-foundations strips and walls, 
-ground beam and fencing foundation, 
-pad foundation, chambers and wells, tanks, 
-downstand beams, ribs and tie beams, 
-columns and reinforced concrete cores. 

The system has been designed to meet all 
necessary technical and economic conditions of 
small and medium-sized buildings, especially in 
residential construction. Thanks to the size of the 
elements, the Bautekk system is also suitable for 
the construction of complex reinforced concrete 
elements  of industrial buildings. Due to its low 
weight and durability, the system can be easily 
assembled by hand. 

The Bautekk system is a technologically advanced 
product of the highest quality, designed and 
manufactured in Poland. The outer frame is made 
of a perforated bar, 5 mm thick and 8 cm wide. 
The inner frame consists of interconnected bars, 
that reinforce the construction of the panels and 
enhance their visual qualities. The whole frame is 
hot-dip galvanised. A high quality birch plywood, 
which may be additionally coated with a 12 mm 
thick layer of plastic,  is inserted into the frame. 

The innovative solutions applied, the accuracy 
of welds, the high-quality materials used, and 
meticulous control of every element significantly 
extend the life of the formwork and the comfort 
and safety of its use. 

The far profiles of the frame and the cross struts 
have hole perforated every 5 cm, that is why it is 
possible to join the panels with a height and width 
shift corresponding to the multiple distance 
between the holes. 

The shuttering skin of the panels is made of high-
quality, waterproof birch plywood, which  may be 
additionally coated with plastic. The holes for tie 
rods are located  in a steel profile which protects 
the plywood from damage during use. The 
shuttering skin is fixed to the frame with rivets so 
that it can be easily replaced if damaged. A wide 
range of available sizes makes the whole system 
versatile and useful on any construction site.  

Despite its low weight, the permissible concrete 
pressure is 40kN/m2.

In contrast to traditional wooden formwork, the 
basic elements and their careful coordination 
allow to save time and reduce costs.  The 
accessories and the integrated VZ panels extend 
the range of applications of the formwork.  
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3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
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4. COMPONENTS
DRAWING OF ELEMENT DESCRIPTION CODE WEIGHT [kg]

Using basic elements of the Bautekk system various 
construction works may be carried out. Adjustment plates 
and flat bars are used for the exact fitting of the formwork. 

Bautekk panel 90x150
Bautekk panel 75x150
Bautekk panel 60x150
Bautekk panel 50x150
Bautekk panel 45x150
Bautekk panel 30x150
Bautekk panel 25x150
Bautekk panel 20x150
Bautekk panel 10x150

The panels may be placed both in horizontal and vertical 
position. 

Height: 150 cm
Width: 10, 20, 30, 45, 50, 60, 70, 75 i 90 cm

7210S90150
7210S75150
7210S60150
7210S50150
7210S45150
7210S30150
7210S25150
7210S20150
7210S10150

44,07
40,02
32,49
29,78
28,43
20,69
19,34
14,08
11,20

Bautekk panel 90x120
Bautekk panel 75x120
Bautekk panel 60x120
Bautekk panel 50x120
Bautekk panel 45x120
Bautekk panel 30x120
Bautekk panel 25x120
Bautekk panel 20x120
Bautekk panel 10x120

These panels allow to erect cellar walls (2 x 120 cm = 240 
cm) or foundation walls higher than 100 cm. 
Height: 120 cm
Width: 10, 20, 30, 45, 50, 60, 70, 75 i 90 cm

7210S90120
7210S75120
7210S60120
7210S50120
7210S45120
7210S30120
7210S25120
7210S20120
7210S10120

35,33
31,99
25,87
23,65
22,32
16,20
14,87
11,48
9,07

Bautekk panel 90x90
Bautekk panel 75x90
Bautekk panel 60x90
Bautekk panel 50x90
Bautekk panel 45x90
Bautekk panel 30x90
Bautekk panel 25x90
Bautekk panel 20x90
Bautekk panel 10x90

Height: 90 cm
Width: 10, 20, 30, 45, 50, 60, 70, 75 i 90 cm

72100S9090
72100S7590
72100S6090
72100S5090
72100S4590
72100S3090
72100S2590
72100S2090
72100S1090

27,84
25,22
20,52
18,77
17,68
14,49
11,30
8,89
6,96

PANELS
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DRAWING OF ELEMENT DESCRIPTION CODE WEIGHT [kg]

Bautekk panel 90x150VZ
Bautekk panel 70x150VZ
Bautekk panel 60x150VZ

Height: 150 cm
Width: 10, 20, 30, 45, 50, 60, 70, 75 i 90cm

72100S1090
72100S2090
72100S3090

53,83
45,23
40,83

Bautekk panel 90x120VZ
Bautekk panel 70x120VZ
Bautekk panel 60x120VZ

Height: 120 cm
Width: 60, 70 i 90 cm

7221S90120
7221S70120
7221S60120

43,31
36,42
32,88

Bautekk panel 90x90VZ
Bautekk panel 70x90VZ
Bautekk panel 60x90VZ

The basic task of multi-hole slabs is to enable the column 
formwork to be formed with an adjustable dimension every 
5 cm. Thanks to the asymmetrical arrangement of holes, it 
is possible to obtain column dimensions 20-25-30-... or 22-
27-32-... . Additionally, these boards are useful when forming 
corners, connections to existing walls, cores, beams and 
others. Just like standard slabs, they can be used standing 
or lying down.

Height: 120 cm
Width: 60, 70 i 90 cm

72210S9090
72210S7090
72210S6090

35,33
29,48
24,68

PŁYTY WIELOOTWOROWE VZ
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DRAWING OF ELEMENT DESCRIPTION CODE WEIGHT [kg]

Outer corner 0x150
Outer corner 0x120
Outer corner 0x90
Outer corner 0x60

This corner is used for the assembly of  downstand beams, 
columns and outer corners. 
Wysokości: 60, 90, 120 i 150 cm

72130B0150
72130B0120
721300B090
721300B060

10,00
8,00
6,00
5,00

Inner corner 15x15x150
Inner corner 15x15x120
Inner corner 15x15x90
Inner corner 15x15x60

Inner corner 20x20x150
Inner corner 20x20x120
Inner corner 20x20x90
Inner corner 20x20x60

Height: 60, 90, 120 i 150 cm

7210B15150
7210B15120
72100B1590
72100B1560

7210B20150
7210B20120
72100B2090
72100B2060

25,00
21,00
16,00
12,00

28,00
24,00
18,50
15,00

Hinged corner 8x8x150
Hinged corner 8x8x120
Hinged corner 8x8x90

Height: 90, 120 i 150 cm

72140B8150
72140B8120
721400B890

20,40
16,90
12,60

Bautekk Clamp

It’s a one-piece connector used to join adjacent panels. 

7270B00001 0,60

Bautekk tension bolt Ø15mm
Bautekk wedge

It creates connections resistant to tensile strength where 
adjustments of up 20 cm long are placed. 

7270B00004
7270B00002

1,50
0,15

CORNERS
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DRAWING OF ELEMENT DESCRIPTION CODE WEIGHT [kg]

Plate nut Ø70

It  is used together with the Dywidag-15 tie rod  and allows 
to join the Bautekk panels with accessories. The nut may be 
operated by means of a steel bar, a hammer or a hexagonal 
spanner. 

7000000070 0,50

Plate nut Ø100

It is used together with the Dywidag-15 tie rod and allows to 
join opposite panels. The nut may be operated by the means 
of a steel bar, a hammer or a hexagonal spanner. 

7000000100 0,80

Articulated nut 113x113

For tapered walls this articulated nut offers the advantage 
of a hinged bearing plate. 

7000120120 1,10

Bautekk bolt
Bautekk double bolt

7270B00003
7270B00005

0,15

Bautekk corner spanner 

The Bautekk corner spanner helps to connect multipurpose 
(VZ) panels at right angles to standard panels. It is used with 
a plate and articulated nuts. 

72700B0021 0,40

DYWIDAG-15 tie rod  75cm
DYWIDAG-15 tie rod  100cm
DYWIDAG-15 tie rod  150cm
DYWIDAG-15 tie rod  200cm
DYWIDAG-15 tie rod  300cm

7270015075
7270015100
7270015150
7270115200
7270015300

1,12
1,50
2,25
3,00
4,50

TENSIONING ELEMENTS 
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DRAWING OF ELEMENT DESCRIPTION CODE WEIGHT [kg]

Railing post bracket Bautekk

The railing post allows to assembly barriers which secure 
the edges of the formwork. 

74000000B8 7,40

Railing post Bautekk

The railing post allows to assembly barriers which secure 
the edges of the formwork. 

74000000B5 3,70

Bauttek timber clamp 
Bautekk beam clamp

74000B0014
74000B0013

0,20
0,25

Adaptor angle 150
Adaptor angle 120
Adaptor angle 90
Adaptor angle 60

721400B150
721400B120
721400B090
721400B060

7,00
5,30
4,00
3,00
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DRAWING OF ELEMENT DESCRIPTION CODE WEIGHT [kg]

Push-pull prop

The push-pull props are used to support formwork. The 
props do not carry loads of fresh concrete pressure. 

Bautekk Push-pull prop 1,0-1,8 lakier.
Bautekk Push-pull prop 1,6-3,0 lakier.
Bautekk Push-pull prop 2,0-3,6 lakier.

Push-pull prop 0,9-1,3
Push-pull prop 1,6-2,4
Push-pull prop 2,8-4,7

727B100180
727B160300
727B200360

7271090130
7271160240
7271280470

7,95
10,35
11,75

8,20
13,80
21,20

Bautekk push-pull prop head

It is used to correctly attach props to the frame of a panel. 
It enables to make a connection to a horizontal or vertical 
element of the frame.

7271008300 0,77

Base plate

Used to correctly fix one or two push-pull props to the 
ground. 

72720B0000 2,59

Buatekk transport hook

This component is used to shift large area elements and 
column formwork. 

72700B0000 5,46
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5. PLANNING AND ERECTION PREPARATION

The systemic Bautekk panels may be mounted in 
both vertical and horizontal positions. Thanks to the 
wide range of available heights, they are suitable 
for all dimensions every 15 cm. For formwork higher 
than 1.5 m, squared timbers, steel beams or H-20 
wooden beams should be applied in order to ensure 
good alignment.

It is important to pay attention to the speed of 
pouring and setting the concrete, as the permissible 
pressure of fresh concrete is 40 kN/m2. 

Thanks to holes in profi les perforated every 5 cm, it 
is possible to join panels with a height shift of 5 cm 
without using additional elements. 

90x150

90x90

60x90

30cm

30x90

90x90

90x90

150cm

45x90

135cm

120cm

60x120

90cm

90x90

60cm

90x120

210cm

90x90

180cm

WARNING! The permissible fresh concrete 
pressure is 40kN/m2 !
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6. ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY
6.1. CONNECTING PANELS 

A tension and compression proof panel connection is achieved by using two Bautekk clamps. They must 
be inserted and then hammered down to be placed securely. Every time, before concreting is started, the 
clamps need to be checked if they are correctly inserted. 

To connect 90 cm wide panels, 3 clamps are used; and to connect 120 cm wide panels, 3 or 4 clamps are used. 
Panels with a height of 150 cm must always be connected with 5 clamps per  panel joint. 

The position of the holes in the panel frame allows the Bautekk clamps to 
be placed every 5 cm. For the panels to be fi rmly connected, it is important 
to place the clamps in the right way. The clamps placed too low make the 
disassembling diffi cult. 

Alternatively, the Bautekk bolts with shorter wedges may be used. Using the 
bolts with a wedge and a nut to connect panels create a space in which an 
infi ll (e.g. squared timber) is placed. 

ŁĄCZNIK ZACISKOWY BAUTEKK
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6.1. DISASSEMBLING

All panels  of the Bautekk system, with the exception 
of 10 and 20 cm wide panels, have holes for tie rods. 
The 90 and 120 cm high panels (except the universal 
PZ panel) have 4 sets of 3 holes for tie rods. The 
panels 150 cm high (except for the PZ panels) – are 
equipped with 6 sets of 3 holes. 

The holes are placed at a distance of 2.5 cm and 7.5 
cm from the panel edge. This feature makes it easy 
to fi x the nuts to the bottom edge of the panel.  

The hole placed 7.5 cm from the panel edge prevents 
the nut from colliding with the ground when the 
panel is tied at the bottom.

Double tie rods type Dywidag with a 15 mm diameter 
and tie rod nuts  or articulated nuts are used to tie 
opposite panels. Only one hole is used to join the 
panels, the other three must be closed with plastic 
plugs. 

Where 2, 3 or 4 panels meet, a single tie rod is 
suffi cient. It is possible thanks to a 10 cm diameter tie 
rod nut which joins all frames of the corner. Please 
do not use tie rod nut with a 7 cm diameter to tie the 
Buatekk panels. 

For tapered walls using articulated nuts 120 x120 with 
hinged bearing plate  is required.  The maximum 
angle of deviation is 10o.

The tie rods are only placed at the face of the panels 
and may be slightly bended. This feature allows to tie 
panels which are vertically or horizontally displaced. 

WARNING! 
DO NOT USE Ø70 

TIE ROD NUTS!
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21 mm plywood

max 45 cm

Length adjustments are easy to achieve on 
construction sites. A 8 cm thick squared timber, cut 
to a required width, is suffi cient. Tie rods, which are 
long enough to go through a squared timber with 
a width up to 20 cm, are used to tie panels. Double 
tie rods can run through the centre of the infi ll. This 
place may be additionally stiffened with a squared 
timber placed on the outside of formwork. 

Thicker infi lls can be achieved by using plywood, 
which is additionally reinforced at each edge with 
squared timber. Every adjacent panel must be tied 
with tie rods and tie rod nuts. 

Infi lls may also be reinforced with two adaptor 
angles. Such solution allows to obtain panels of any 
shape and size. 

With the use of two adaptor angles and a 21 mm 
thick plywood, a panel of any size and shape can be 
created. Unless additional tie rods are applied, the 
width of 45 cm cannot be exceeded. 
The plywood panels are fi xed to the corners with 
screws. 

adaptor
angle

6.3. LENGTH ADJUSTMENTS, INFILLS AND ADJUSTMENT AREAS
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7. CORNERS

It is possible to form orthogonal corners in buildings using inner and outer corners.  T-shaped or X-shaped 
corners can be achieved by using only inner corners with a 15 cm long leg. 

With an appropriate selection of outer corner panels 
of and wooden infi lls, it is possible to form corners 
with any wall thickness. The thickness of the walls 
adjacent to the corners can be the same or different.  
A multi-purpose VZ panel may be used as one of the 
outer corner panels. 

Wooden infi lls can be placed either on the inside or 
on the outside of the corner. They are fi xed to the 
panel with a bolt with wedge and nut.

outer 
corners

inner
corners

7.1. ORTHOGONAL CORNERS

Examples of L-shaped corners:
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T - shaped wall connections are formed in a similar 
way as the L-shaped  corners. A required wall 
thickness  is achieved by the right selection of the 
outer panels and infi lls. 

An X-shaped corner is formed in the same way as 
the T-shaped corner. Different wall thicknesses are 
achieved by the correct selection of panels or infi lls. 

With a hinged corner all types of angles may be formed, as the panels can be attached to the outer and inner 
leg of the corner. 

Examples of T-shaped corners: 

An example of a X-shaped corner:

inner corner infi ll

7.2. ACUTE AND OBTUSE ANGLED CORNERS 

Examples of 
V-shaped corners:
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Columns with  side dimensions of 20, 30, 45, 60 and 
90 cm  (as well as others after adding them up) are 
formed using standard panels and outer corners. 
The panels are attached to  the corners with clamps. 

The corner spanners can be used to connect panels 
using the side holes in the frame and the hole for 
tie rods, which are  placed in the perpendicular 
panel. This type of panel connection will reduce the 
dimensions of the column by 6.5 cm or 13 cm in relation 
to the standard panel that forms the formwork.

8. COLUMNS
8.1. STANDARD PANELS

Examples of columns formed using standard panels:

WARNING! THE PERMISSIBLE PRESSURE 
OF FRESH CONCRETE IS 40 kN/m2

outer 
corner
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Universal VZ panels may also be used to form 
columns.  It is possible to assembly them in a fan-
like arrangement thanks to the holes placed on the 
surface of the panel every 5 cm. They enable the 
formation of columns with side dimensions from 15 
cm to 50 cm with 60 VZ panel, and 15 cm to 80 cm 
with 90 VZ panels.  

Connecting panels with corner spanners.

The standard Bautekk panels are also used for 
assembling downstand beamns and beams. The 
formwork should be supported by H-20 beams. 

Anticlockwise assembly orientation allows to form 
columns with side dimensions in 5 cm steps, 15-20-
25 etc. With a clockwise arrangement dimensions
17-22-27 cm,  etc., are achieved. 

9. DOWNSTAND BEAM

8.2. UNIVERSAL VZ PANELS  
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10. BAUTEKK AS LARGE-AREA FORMWORK
For large-area application, squared timbers or H-20 beams must be placed on the outside of the panel to 
align and stabilise the formwork.  The squared timber and H-20 beam are fi xed to the panel with clamps. 

Both the squared timber and the  H-20 beam may be used to stabilise the formwork in vertical and horizontal 
direction. 

wooden wedge

squared timber 8x12

clamp

Application
Squared timber and 

tensioning pins 
to be increased 

heights 
formwork.

Reinforcement of the 
formwork using 8x12 

squared timber, clamp for 
squared timber 

and a wooden wedge

clamp

wooden wedge beam H-20
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The Bautekk panels can be used 
to form cellars wall, garage walls, 
walls in single-family buildings 
and foundations with the height 
exceeding 1.0 m.

The permissible concrete pressure, based on DIN18202 norm, is 40 kN/m2. This corresponds to normal 
concreting conditions for walls of room height. The diagram below determines the fresh concrete pressure 
(P) based on the rate of pour (v) and concrete properties according to DIN18218.  It is the construction site
manager’s responsibility to determine the actual fresh concrete pressure.

11. TECHNICAL DATA
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12. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 

Complying with the occupational health and safety 
regulations and the instructions for assembly and 
use is very important for preserving safety during 
assembly and disassembly of the formwork. 
The formwork may only be assembled and 
disassembled by the employees (fi tters) who 
have been properly trained and who are familiar 
with the assembly instructions and parameters 
of the given type of formwork. Assembling and 
disassembling of the formwork shall be carried 
out according to the procedure included in the 
instructions for assembly and use. The user of the 
formwork should contact the manufacturer in case 
of any doubts. Improper or inconsistent with the 
operating instructions use may result in defects, 
damages or accident hazard on site.   

The formwork fi tters should be provided with the 
following personal protective equipment:  
 protective helmet, anti-slip shoes with steel toe 
cap and protective gloves and, depending on the 
requirements, equipment designed for work at a 
height.

The equipment should be unloaded with 
ta mechanical appliance or manually.

It is strictly forbidden, however, to drop the 
formwork elements from a vehicle on the ground! 
It is also recommended to unload the formwork 
close to the place of its application and  to place its 
elements in the order it is to be assembled. Stored 
elements must not be crossed and stored in piles 
as it may result in damage or accident hazard. 

Safety requirements for both assembling and 
disassembling the formwork are the same. The 
disassembling procedure should be performed in 
the reverse order to the assembling procedure. 
Dropping dismantled elements is strictly 
forbidden. These elements should be segregated 
in accordance with their intended use and 
placed  where they can be easily loaded without 
unnecessary handling. 

The user of the formwork is obliged to inspect and 
maintain the formwork after each use. Damaged 
elements should be stored separately and the 
manufacturer should be contacted in order to 
repair or replace these elements. Before using 
the formwork elements, their technical condition 
must also be checked. 




